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Abstract

function has the following form:

        
(1)



penalizes any disagreement of the
The data term,
   is
disparity map with the observed data. That is

Dynamic programming on a scanline is one of the oldest
and still popular methods for stereo correspondence. While
efficient, its performance is far from the state of the art because the vertical consistency between the scanlines is not
enforced. We re-examine the use of dynamic programming
for stereo correspondence by applying it to a tree structure, as opposed to the individual scanlines. The nodes of
this tree are all the image pixels, but only the “most important” edges of the 4 connected neighbourhood system
are included. Thus our algorithm is truly a global optimization method because disparity estimate at one pixel depends on the disparity estimates at all the other pixels, unlike the scanline based methods. We evaluate our algorithm
on the benchmark Middlebury database. The algorithm is
very fast, it takes only a fraction of a second for a typical
image. The results are considerably better than that of the
scanline based methods. While the results are not the state
of the art, our algorithm offers a good trade off in terms of
accuracy and computational efficiency.

small if the pixels that puts in correspondence have similar intensities, and large if the pixels that puts in correspondence differ significantly in intensities. The smoothness term,
measures the extent to which is not
piecewise smooth. For computational feasibility, in most
methods
measures the difference in disparity only
between the pixels that are the nearest neighbours on the
connected pixel grid.
Except for some special cases [18, 13], optimizing the
energy function in 1 is NP-hard. We will break the global
optimization methods in two groups: the 1D optimization
methods and the 2D optimization methods.
The 1D optimization methods [1, 16, 8, 19] can be seen
as drastically simplifying the objective function in equation (1). They enforce piecewise smoothness only in the
horizontal direction, and so the optimization is reduced to
one dimension. That is the
does not contain any
terms based on neighbouring pixels in the vertical direction.
Assuming that there are scanlines, the energy function in
equation (1) can be written as a sum of energy functions,
one for each scanline, and each one can be optimized separately from the others. This optimization can be performed
efficiently and exactly using dynamic programming.
We should clarify that traditionally the methods which
we here call 1D optimization methods are called the dynamic programming methods, and that these methods typically start by formulating the objective function on an individual scanline , without ever formulating a global objective function of the type in equation (1). However any
such dynamic programming method can be trivially reformulated with a global objective function, and it is conve-
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1 Introduction
Stereo correspondence is an inherently ambiguous problem. To reduce ambiguities, most algorithms make assumptions about scene geometry. One reasonable and commonly
made assumption is that a scene is piecewise smooth. This
implies that the recovered stereo correspondence map
should also be piecewise smooth.
There are many ways to implement the requirement of a
piecewise smooth disparity map, see [19] for an excellent
review of stereo algorithms. Using the terminology of [19],
one popular approach is called global optimization and it is
based on directly optimizing an objective function.
In global optimization, the constraints on the disparity
map are formulated into an objective function E(d) which
is then minimized over all image pixels. A typical objective
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% The Scanline Optimization method of [19] was the first method which

directly formulated energy function on an individual scanline, as far as we
are aware.
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nient for us to refer to them as 1D optimization methods to
emphasise the one dimensional nature of the optimization
that they perform. The 1D optimization methods are not
truly global optimization methods because the disparity estimate at a pixel depends only on the disparity estimate of
pixels on the same scanline, but is completely independent
of the disparity estimates on the other scanlines.
The performance of 1D optimization methods is far from
the state of the art [19], since piecewise smoothness in enforced only in the horizontal direction. The most noticeable
artifact which distinguishes the resulting disparity maps of
such methods is the horizontal “streaking” which results
from the lack of coherence in the vertical direction. Most
methods [16, 2, 4] try to improve results by post processing
between the scanlines, with various degrees of success. The
advantage of the 1D optimization methods is that they are
simple to implement and are efficient.
The 2D optimization methods enforce piecewise
smoothness in both horizontal and vertical directions. Traditional 2D optimization approaches to approximate include simulated annealing [12], continuation methods [3],
mean-field annealing [11]. While interesting from the theoretical point of view, these methods are rather inefficient.
Recently, graph-cuts [6, 15] and belief propagation methods [20, 9] have been applied quite successfully to optimize
equation (1). These methods are relatively efficient and produce excellent results according to the recent stereo evaluation on data with ground truth conducted by [19]. Still
these methods are far from real time, and their theoretical
complexity is not quite clear because they are iterative.
The motivation behind our work is to use the powerful
and efficient optimization tool provided by dynamic programming, but apply it to a structure more suited to enforce
piecewise continuity than a scanline. Dynamic programming can be applied to graphs without loops, in particular,
to trees [17]. Dynamic programming on a tree is almost as
efficient as that on a one dimensional array.
It is best to minimize the energy in equation (1) on a 2D
grid, but it an NP-hard problem in general. If we think of
1D optimization algorithms as using a collection of scanlines to approximate a grid, then this is an obviously poor
approximation. A tree structure is a significantly better approximation to a 2D grid. The first (small) advantage is that
more edges of the original grid than
a tree contains
the collection of scanlines, where is the number of rows.
The second, more important, advantage is that since a tree
structure is connected, the estimate of disparity at one pixel
depends on the estimate of disparity at all the other pixels.
Thus dynamic programming on a tree is a truly global optimization algorithm. Contrast this with the individual scanlines approximation to a grid, where the disparity at one
pixel depends only on pixels at the same scanline. The last,
and the most important advantage is that out of huge number
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of possible tree structures we can choose the tree structure
which contain “most important” edges of the grid. Contrast this again with the individual scanline approximation,
where there is no choice but to take all the horizontal edges.
Our algorithm is not a 1D optimization method because
it operates across both vertical and horizontal dimensions.
However it is also not a true 2D optimization method, because it operates only among the chosen directions in the 2
dimensions, that is the directions given by the tree structure.
Our algorithm is simple to describe and implement. We
start with modelling an objective function of the type in
equation (1). Ideally, it has to be optimized on a graph structure which is a grid of pixels. However dynamic programming is not applicable to a grid. Thus we remove the ”least
important” edges from this grid until the remaining graph is
a tree, and then we apply the dynamic programming to the
resulting tree. The most important and interesting question
is what are these “least important” edges for our problem.
We present possible approaches to this question in section 3.
For now we just say that these are the edges between pixels
which are less likely to have the same disparity.
To implement dynamic programming efficiently, we use
the methods developed by [10]. Typically, if a tree has
nodes and the number of possible disparity values is , then
the straightforward dynamic programming takes
time. However for a certain restricted but still quite useful
type of energy functions, the running time can be reduced
, which is the complexity of our method.
to
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Recently, tree structures have been used for energy minimization in tree-reweighted message passing, see, for example [21, 14]. These approaches are quite different from our
work, they are based on iteratively passing tree-reweighted
messages, and in certain cases there are some optimality
guarantees. Our approach is much simpler, but also much
more efficient.
We evaluate our algorithm on the benchmark Middlebury
database. The results fall in the middle range, as expected.
The state of the art results are given by the more computationally costly 2D optimization algorithms. Our results
are by far better than those of methods based on 1D optimization. The running time is excellent, just a fraction of a
second for the images in this database. Thus our algorithm
should be suitable for a real time implementation.
This paper is organized as follows. We start in section 2
by explaining how dynamic programming can be implemented efficiently using methods in [10] . In section 3
we discuss how we choose a tree structure. In section 4
we present our experimental results. Future work is in section 5.

2 Efficient Dynamic Programming on a Tree

2.2 Optimization with Dynamic Programming

In this section, we first describe the energy function we
can optimize, then we show how to optimize it exactly with
dynamic programming on a tree, and lastly we show how
we use methods in [10] to significantly reduce the complexity for a restricted types of energy functions.

Dynamic programming on a tree is a trivial generalization of dynamic programming on a linear array structure.
We follow [10] in describing how it can be done. Let
be the root vertex of our tree. Obviously the minimum of
the energy in (2) is independent of the choice of . Since
the dynamic programming algorithm presented in this section finds the minimum of the energy in 2, any choice of
leads to the same solution. Let depth of the be 0, and
depth of all other
be the number of edges between
the root and on the shortest path between and .
Each node , except the root, has a parent
, and the
depth of
is equal to the depth of minus 1. If node
is not a root, then the minimum value of the energy in (2)
on the subset of the graph consisting of a subtree rooted at
and the edge between and
can be written recursively
as a function of
(the depth assigned to
):

2.1 Energy Function
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Let
be a tree graph with vertices and edges .
By definition of a tree, vertices are connected and there are
no cycles. All pixels of the left image form the vertices in
. For the edges , we choose only a subset of the standard
-connected grid formed by the edges between the pixels
which are the nearest neighbours in the image. This subset
is chosen so that it forms a tree, we give details in section 3.
We can now write the energy in equation (1) that we optimize on a tree structure more explicitly. We match pixels in the left image to the pixels in the right image. Thus
our setup is not symmetric, unlike most scanline based dynamic programming algorithms. We also do not handle the
uniqueness and ordering constraints. This is a small price
to pay for the much improved accuracy. Let be a pixel in
the left image and be the value of disparity map at pixel
. Let
be the matching penalty for assigning disparity
to pixel . For example,
can be the absolute
difference between the pixel in the left image, and pixel
shifted by
in the right image. In our framework,
can be arbitrary. We describe the
that we actually
use in section 4. The data term in equation (1) can be now
.
written as
Let
be the smoothness penalty for assigning
disparities
and
to and which are connected by
an edge in our graph. To enforce smoothness on the disparity map,
should be a monotonically nondecreasing function in the absolute disparity difference
.
To preserve discontinuities in the disparity map,
should not grow too big so that the penalty for a large discontinuity is not prohibitively heavy. In our framework,
can be arbitrary, but some choices of
lead to more efficient implementation. We will further discuss our choice for
in section 2.3. The smoothness term for the whole image can be now written as
. Thus the energy function that we seek
to optimize is given by equation (2).
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I Loosing the ordering constraint is actually not a loss, in our opinion,
since the ordering constraint is violated in practice. Most dynamic programming algorithms use the ordering constraint for efficient handling of
symmetric stereo correspondence formulation.
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 6 A^P C  be the
where \ P is the set of children of N . Let ] P
6 C
optimum disparity assignment to N as a function of AQP .
It can be defined by replacing &`_a# with bcJFde&`_f# in equation (3).
The optimal disparity assignment for the root node J can
be written as
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If N is a leaf node (that is the node without children), then
\ P is empty. Therefore for a leaf N , functions  P and ] P are
not recursive and can be evaluated directly. Let k be the
maximum depth in the tree. The optimization of the energy

in equation (2) starts by evaluating the functions P and ] P

for each node N at depth k . Now we can evaluate P and
] P for all the nodes at depth kl'm) because any child n
of such a node has depth k , and therefore we have already

evaluated Z and ] Z at the previous step. We proceed eval
uating P and ] P in order of decreasing depth until the root

is reached. Once the root is reached, we can compute its optimal disparity assignment. Then we use the optimal value
at the root and go down the tree in order of increasing depth,
computing the optimal disparity assignments for each node,
using the already computed functions .
If is the size of set , then computing
and
takes
time each, because for each possible value of
we have to cycle over all possible values of when searching for minimum in equation (3). Thus the overall complexity is
, where is the number of nodes in the tree.
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different roots could lead to different solutions, but each of these solutions
gives a global minimum of the energy function.
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The 1D optimization methods also have theoretical complexity
. However dynamic programming on a tree
is slightly slower in practice, because tree traversal is less
efficient than an ordered array traversal.

2.3 Improving Efficiency
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is not desirable. We use
For larger , complexity
the methods in [10] to significantly reduce the complexity
of dynamic programming for a restricted types of energies.
In particular, consider the following smoothness penalty:
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This
is often used for energy based stereo correspondence [6, 9], and is a simple discontinuity preservto denote that
ing smoothness term. We use subscript
comes from the Potts model in Markov Random
Fields. There is no penalty if neighbouring pixels are assigned the same disparity. If neighbouring pixels are assigned different disparities, then there is a fixed penalty
which is independent of
. This penalty may,
however, depend on the individual pixels and as expressed by coefficients
. We have used
to evaluate
our algorithm, although any energy function of the type in
equation (2) can be used. Note that the efficiency of dynamic programming can be improved for more general energy functions [10].
be the energy function in equation (2) with
Let
the smoothness penalty given by
in equation (5).
For this energy function, computation of
and
in equation (3) can be reduced from
time to
time. For
general energy functions
, given fixed disparity value
we have to search over all possible
of the parent node
values of
to find the one which minimizes
.
Consider now the energy function given by
. The
smoothness penalty
is binary, it is either 0 or
a constant independent of
and . Therefore the optimum disparity for the child can be found in constant time,
without searching over all possible range of disparity valwhich
ues in . We first compute is the disparity value
minimizes
. Note that
is independent of
and can be computed in
time. Then
, there are
for each possible disparity value of a parent,
only two choices for the optimum disparity assignment for
. First choice is the disparity of the parent,
, in which
case
in equation (3). The second choice
is
, in which case
, unless
.
Thus for each node , both
and
are computed in
time, and the total complexity of dynamic programming reduces to
, a considerable saving for larger .
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3 Choosing a Tree Structure
The biggest advantage of our algorithm over 1D optimization is that we get to choose the subset of edges over
which to optimize with dynamic programming. This allows
to choose the most “important” edges for our tree, rather
than being limited to all the horizontal edges, as in 1D optimization. This section explains how we find these most
“important” edges. We discuss two possible tree choices,
named, respectively, the MID tree and the MIDDT tree.

3.1 MID Tree
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By including an edge between pixels and in our tree,
we are enforcing the constraint that pixels and should
have similar disparities. Since we are limited to a tree structure, unlike the 2D optimization methods, we must choose
a subset of edges that link the pixels which are most likely
to have the same disparity a priori. To find such pixels, we
make use of the intensity information provided by the left
image. Let
denote the intensity of pixel in the left
image. If neighbouring pixels and have similar intensity
values
and
, then they are more likely to have the
same disparity a priori. This is because disparity discontinuities tend to align with intensity discontinuities.
Thus the first approach to choosing a tree structure is
quite simple but works surprisingly well. Let
be a graph with vertices consisting of all the image nodes
and edges
consisting of all the edges between the nearest neighbouring pixels, that is
is simply the standard
connected grid. For each pair of neighbouring pixels
and , assign weights
to the edge between and . Construct the minimum spanning tree of
and let that tree to be the tree structure for our algorithm.
Let us call such a tree the minimum intensity difference
tree (abbreviated the MID tree), because it is the tree with
the minimum sum of intensity differences across the edges.
are integers in a small range, the
Since edge weights
edge sorting can be performed in linear time. Therefore the
minimum spanning tree can be computed in basically linear
time, see any standard algorithms book, for example [7].
Let us come back to our smoothness penalty
in equation (5). For stereo correspondence, the weight coefficient
is often made to be a monotonically decreasing
function of intensity difference
. This is done
with exactly the purpose of reflecting the fact that disparity
discontinuities tend to align with intensity discontinuities.
Thus the larger is the difference
, the smaller
is
. Consider a 2D optimization problem on a
grid with the energy as in equation (2) and
set to be
a monotonically decreasing function of intensity difference
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 The minimum spanning tree is simply the tree that connects all the
vertices of E and the sum of its weights is minimum out of all such trees.

@ z  5  'z  >  @ . We can regard a tree structure as an approx-

imation to the the 2D grid. Then our MID tree chooses
the edges of the maximum weight as an approximation to
the 2D grid. This is reasonable because edges with smaller
weights
contribute less to the energy, and if we have
to remove any edges from the grid, the edges with smallest
should be discarded first.

n 6t<

n 6t<

3.2 MIDDT Tree
Since the number of edges is by far larger than the number of intensities, in any image, there are large sets of
edges with the same absolute intensity difference. Thus
there are large subsets of edges which have equal weights
. Therefore the MID tree is usually not
unique, and the particular MID chosen for our algorithm
will depend on the implementation details, rather than some
meaningful criterion.
This leads us to a more interesting choice of a tree structure. For the MID tree, we used our prior belief which was
based on a purely local criterion: if two pixels have similar
intensities, then they are likely to have similar disparities.
We can extend this criterion to a less local one: the deeper
pixels and are inside a homogeneous intensity region,
the more likely they are to have the same disparity. This
prior belief is based on observation that disparity discontinuity is less likely to lie across a homogeneous intensity
region. Of course we have to somehow define “deep inside
a homogeneous region”.
We use distance transform [5] to measure how deep a
pixel is inside a homogeneous intensity region. Let be a
threshold on intensity difference. Let be the set of all pixels in the image which have the absolute intensity difference
with one of its neighbours larger than . That is
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Thus the set  consists of pixels which are not inside a homogeneous intensity region, and so  includes pixels which
are right on the border of a homogeneous intensity region.
Now for a pixel 5 , define
` 5 HRU<487TW V _ ;!  5 2 >  2
(6)
 2 
where _ ;! 5 > is the distance between pixels 5 and > . We
use the Manhattan or block distance, which is just the abso
lute difference in coordinates of 5 and > . In this case, can

be computed particularly efficiently. For all pixels, can
be computed
`  in just two passes over the image [5].
If 5 is large, then it is inside a homogeneous intensity
RU=6  . Define edge weights  6t<
region. Let k
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 >  and use them instead of weights N 6t<
k' . $ 5
for the minimum spanning tree algorithm in section 3.1.
 abbreviated MST

 6t<

N 6t<

In practice, however, weights
work worse than
because of the sensitivity to the parameter . Suppose is
too large. Consider the extreme case when is equal to the
maximum intensity difference observed in the image, Suppose that there is only one edge with this maximum intencontains only 2 pixels (those
sity difference. Then set
with the maximum intensity difference between them), and
weights
measure the average distance of and to the
two pixels in , completely ignoring all the other intensity
information in the image.
If is small, weights
are reasonable, but there are
many edges with weight 0. Thus, again, there are many
possible minimum , and a particular choice will depend
on implementation rather than some meaningful criterion.
We found that it is best to combine edge weights
and
as follows. Let
be the most important factor and
be the secondary factor used to break ties when
is equal
for two or more edges. Let
. Define
the combined edge weights as
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Thus when searching for the next edge to insert in the spanning tree, we first select edges with the smallest value of
(that is the edges with the smallest absolute intensity
, that is
difference) and any ties are broken by weights
the edges deeper inside a uniform region are given a preference. We call the resulting MST as MIDDT tree, because
we first use the intensity difference information, and then
the distance transform information.

N 6t<

 6<

4 Experimental Results
For the matching term we used

&  6  &_a# @^]  5  'H  5' 6  @ 2  2
 
where ] 5 is the intensity of pixel 5 in the left image, and
 5 ' 6  is the intensity of pixel 5 shifted by disparity 6

 6
in the right image, and is a parameter used to make &


robust to outliers. In practice, we set
) r . Our smooth-
 6 2 <  is in equation (5). The
ness term, ; q
parameter
in equation (2), which measures the relative importance be   and   was set to ) ¡ r . For the MID
tween
version of the algorithm, there are no additional parameters
H¢ .
to set. For the MIDDT version, we used 

We have tested our algorithm on the benchmark Middlebury database [19]. Figure 2 shows the accuracy of our algorithms along with the rank at the time of evaluation in the
square brackets. There are 4 stereo pairs, named Tsukuba,
Sawtooth, Venus and Map, respectively. The error is computed as the percentage of pixels far from the true disparity

£

¤ We used the colored images, except the Map, for which colored image

is not available.

(a) Tsukuba

(b) Sawtooth

(c) Venus

(d) Map

Figure 1.

by more than 1. These statistics are collected for all unoccluded image pixels (shown in column all), for all unoccluded pixels in the untextured regions (shown in column
untex.), and finally for all unoccluded image pixels close to
a disparity discontinuity (shown in column disc.).
As expected, the results fall in the middle range. The
MIDDT algorithm gives better results, and was submitted
officially to the Middlebury database The rank of MIDDT
is 20 out of 36 algorithms currently in the database. The
disparity maps for the MIDDT algorithm are in figure 1.
There is very little horizontal “streaking” in the results, but
there is also a little vertical “streaking” because there is no
bias to either horizontal or vertical directions.
Our algorithm is very fast however, it runs in a fraction
of a second for all the images in this database, whereas the
algorithms which do give the state of the art performance
are much slower and most of them are iterative. Our algorithm should be a good candidate for real time implementation.
The Middlebury database has 2 new scenes which
have much more complex geometry, called teddy and cones.
These scenes are not included into the official evaluation
yet. Our results (computed on our own by excluding the
occluded pixels) are: for the teddy scene
and
error with threshold of and , respectively; for the cones
scene
and
error with threshold of and , respectively. There are 4 methods based on 1D optimization
in the evaluation table, and by a coincidence they have consecutive ranks 25 to 28, which is almost at the very bottom
of the table. This direct comparison of our method to the
1D optimization methods may not be fair. Each of the 1D
optimization methods uses a different cost function and different types of post processing to alleviate the “horizontal
streaking” artifacts. Thus the difference in performance between our method and the 1D optimization methods could
possibly be due to the differences in the cost functions.
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To evaluate our method on an equal footing with the
1D optimization, we implemented 1D scanline optimization with our objective function, but optimized it on the
scanlines instead of the tree. Now the objective functions

(a) Teddy

(b) Cones
Figure 4.

are identical (up to the parameters), and any difference in
the results is due to the fact that we optimize the objective
function on the tree, rather than the scanlines. For our algorithm, we chose the same parameters for all the images in
the database, and of course they were chosen to optimize the
results. For the 1D optimization, even though we are using
the same objective function, a different set of parameters
will optimize the results. To make our comparison more
favourable to the 1D methods (and to decrease the time for
manual parameter search), for each image in the Middlebury database we found the best parameters separately. This
would not be admissible if we were planning to submit the
results of 1D optimization method to the database officially.
However it is perfectly acceptable for our purposes, since
we create a bias in favour of 1D optmization methods, but
still will be able to conclude that our method is more accurate. The results for this 1D optimization algorithm are in
figure 3, we only show the error for all unoccluded pixels, so
these numbers should be compared with our results in figure 2 under column all. If submitted, the algorithm would
get rank 27. For all stereo pairs, except the Map, the 1D optimization performs significantly worse than our algorithm.
For the Map images, we were able to tune the parameters
to get a slightly better accuracy than that of both MID and
MIDDT algorithms. However the range of these parameters is far off the range from the other stereo pairs. The Map

Algorithm
MID
MIDDT

all
2.17 [14]
1.77 [13]

Tsukuba
untex.
0.66[8]
0.38 [5]

disc.
11.53[14]
9.48 [14]

all
1.59 [19]
1.44 [21]

Sawtooth
untex.
0.93 [22]
0.84 [25]

disc.
8.82 [18]
6.87 [17]

all
1.39 [11]
1.21 [11]

Venus
untex.
1.39 [10]
1.41 [13]

Map
disc.
7.59 [11]
5.04 [6]

all
1.32 [20]
1.45 [23]

disc.
11.44 [23]
13.00 [27]

Figure 2. Our results on Middlebury Database

ª¬«®f¯ , °±«®f¯
Tsukuba

Best Parameters
all error

4.98

ª«`f² , °³«®f´
Sawtooth
6.68

ª¬«¯= , °³«µ  ª¬« ¶ ¯ , °«®f²
Venus

Map

3.83

0.96

Figure 3. 1D optimization results on Middlebury Database

stereo pair is highly textured, and that is the reason why 1D
optimization performs well on it, there is no need for disambiguation by using vertical smoothness constraint. The 1D
optimization runs approximately 3 times faster in our implementation because traversing a linear array is faster than
traversing a tree.

5 Future Work
In the future, we plan on further investigating the tree
structure selection. In particular, we are interested in using
results from image segmentation for selecting a tree structure. Image segmentation algorithms give a collection of
homogeneous intensity segments, thus we can use distance
transform from segment border as a tree weight. Segmentation algorithms may give more robust results than our simple MIDDT approach. This also would provide an interesting link between our algorithm and segmentation based
stereo correspondence algorithms.
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